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What is the first thing that should be taken into the consideration while purchasing the laptop of your
dream? It is recommended for every first time buyers to browse the various websites, tech
magazines and journals to get the Latest Laptop Reviews. The reviews about the laptops also show
that the popularity of these compact computing devices is growing like the speed of the light. From
college goers to corporates, the versatility nature of laptops has helped them execute their entire
important tasks with great ease. These technologically advanced computing devices are portable,
consume minimum power and make less noise than your old desktop computers. The use of
laptops let the businessman work without tethered to his office and being compact can be easily
carried to other places. Further, the laptop reviews have led to the increase in the sales figure of
various companies that are involved manufacturing it. With latest advancement in the IT sector,
there have been a lot of buzz about development of next generation laptops. Companies like Dell,
Sony, Toshiba, Acer, Lenovo, HP, Apple, HCL, Samsung and LG are some of the key players that
produces worldâ€™s most advanced and fully-loaded laptops.

Now with so many companies involved in manufacturing laptops, the big question is, has the era of
desktop computers have come to an end? But after a full-fledged market research, it has been
noted that those old and obsolete desktop computers are still the favorite among the people. Gone
are the days, when you used to own that large and bulky desktop computers. With modern
inventions taking place each day, the above mentioned companies have successful in transforming
those large PCâ€™s into compact size. The conventional CPU has been changed into more convenient
and light weighted device. Moreover, the new and stylish LCD TFT screens have replaced those
large monitors. As compared to the laptops, the range of desktop computers is more powerful, can
double as database servers and allow high graphics games to be played on them. Also, it is more
convenient to update and repair components in desktop computers. Back in 90â€™s, you used to utilize
3.5 floppy discs that help you store your important data. But as the time passed the compact discs
were discovered, USB pen drives were introduced and in fact now you have the option to save your
data online as well.

Letâ€™s have a look at HP Pavilionâ€™s All-In-One DreamScreen 400 Touchscreen Desktop. HPâ€™s latest
sensation is the result of modern technology ever discovered in the history of mankind. Did you ever
think of operating the desktop with a single touch of your fingers? Not really, here is the most
advanced desktop computer, which will surely make tech-freaks go crazy about it. It has been
designed with an intention to be used as sharing device for the entire family members, from kids to
their grandparents. HPâ€™s DreamScreen isnâ€™t the same conventional desktop; it is featured with host of
preloaded applications and services. Operated on Linux based OS, this new generation Latest
Desktop Computer features 250GB hard drive capacity, 18.5 inches capacitive touchscreen and
works on Intel Atom processor with 1,8GHz frequency. Integrated with 1.3 megapixel camera, it is
facilitated with built-in monaural microphone, 2.0 USB and Bluetooth. So, do you still think that
desktop computers are about those large and bulky computing devices?
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